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Hinchcli�e to the Board of Directors

7/1/2024

PLANO, TX / ACCESSWIRE / July 1, 2024 / Intrusion Inc. (NASDAQ:INTZ), a leader in cyberattack prevention solutions,

today announced the appointment of Dion Hinchcli�e to the Company's Board of Directors, e�ective July 1, 2024.

"We are very pleased to have Dion join the Intrusion Board of Directors," said Anthony J. LeVecchio, Intrusion's

Chairman of the Board. "Dion brings extensive experience in information technology, business strategy, next-

generation enterprises, and AI, having consulted Fortune 1000 companies, the federal government, and the

internet startup community. His expertise will help Intrusion further our go-market-strategy and aid in our focus to

provide customers with the tools they need to eliminate the cyber threats that they encounter."

Dion Hinchcli�e is currently the Vice President of CIO Practice at The Futurum Group and an executive fellow at

Dartmouth College's Tuck Center for Digital Strategies. Prior to joining The Futurum Group, Dion was the VP and

Principal Analyst of Constellation Research, where he researched and advised clients on the issues of enterprise

technology leadership, digital transformation, and stakeholder experience. Dion is regarded as one of the most

in�uential �gures in the digital workplace, customer experience, and enterprise IT. He is the winner of the Upsilon

Pi Epsilon computer science award for his work in natural language systems and has been a lead enterprise

architect at T. Rowe Price, the Missile Defense Agency, and Nevada Power Company.

"I am pleased to join Intrusion's Board of Directors and to work with the management team as they continue to

gain traction in the cybersecurity marketplace," said Mr. Hinchcli�e. "I look forward to sharing my insights and

supporting the Company as we continue to execute on our mission to provide customers with cost-e�ective

cybersecurity solutions for their enterprise."
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About Intrusion Inc.

Intrusion Inc. is a cybersecurity company based in Plano, Texas. The Company o�ers its customers access to its

exclusive threat intelligence database containing the historical data, known associations, and reputational behavior

of over 8.5 billion IP addresses. After years of gathering global internet intelligence and working exclusively with

government entities, the Company released its �rst commercial product in 2021. Intrusion Shield is designed to

allow businesses to incorporate a Zero Trust, reputation-based security solution into their existing infrastructure.

Intrusion Shield observes tra�c �ow and instantly blocks known malicious or unknown connections from both

entering or exiting a network to help protect against Zero-Day and ransomware attacks. Incorporating Intrusion

Shield into a network can elevate an organization's overall security posture by enhancing the performance and

decision-making of other solutions in its cybersecurity architecture.

Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Information

This release may contain certain forward-looking statements, including, without limitation, our expectations for

positive results from our recent sales, marketing, and strategic initiatives, which statements re�ect management's

expectations regarding future events and operating performance. These forward-looking statements speak only as

of the date hereof and involve a number of risks and uncertainties, including the risk that our recent sales,

marketing, and strategic e�orts will not result in increased product awareness or sales of our Intrusion Shield.

These statements are made under the "safe harbor" provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of

1995 and involve risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to di�er materially from those in the

forward-looking statements, including, the risk that this �nancing fails to provide the needed capital for the

Company to execute its current business strategies, the Company does not achieve the anticipated results from its

current sales, marketing, operational, and product development initiatives, as well as risks that we have detailed in

the Company's most recent reports on Form 10-K and Form 10-Q, particularly under the heading "Risk Factors."
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